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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 
A multi-cultural characterization of human-environmental interaction through 

metabolomic and microbiome profiling 
  

by 

Clifford A. Kapono 

Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry 
University of California, San Diego, 2018 

Professor Pieter C. Dorrestein, Chair 

Hawaiian culture has long described the value of environmental 

observation in regards to prolonging human survival. As the human population 

approaches a staggering 9 billion by the end of the century, human-

environmental interaction becomes an important field of study which can provide 

new insights towards economic, ecological and social management. 

Advancements in metabolomic and microbiome profiling technology has provided 

a novel methodology to characterize human-environmental interactions on large 

scales. The work presented in this dissertation merges indigenous culture and 

institutionalized science research in order to provide novel methods in molecular 

exploration. 

The first chapter traditionally introduces the author and the importance of 

Hawaiian culture and institutionalized modern science in today’s society. Current 

metabolome and microbiome profiling methodologies are subsequently 



	 xv	

introduced in the opening chapter. Chapter 2 describes the spatial mapping of 

molecular features within the built environment. The microbiome and 

metabolome of four human volunteers were characterized and mapped across 

an office space. Annotations made across the metabolome and microbiome 

provided interesting lifestyle clues to each individual and also help correlate 

individual to particular sites within the office. Chapter 3 investigates the 

 interactions between three species of Hawaiian coral across a benthic 

community. Molecular differences across M. capitata, M. flabellatta, and P. lobata 

were observed. Variance among healthy and disease tissues of M. capitata were 

also described. Coral molecular features were then mapped onto 3D models, 

offering new potential for inclusion of 3d molecular profiling into long-term 

ecological surveys. Chapter 4 explores the relationship between humans and the 

marine environment by characterizing the metabolome and microbiome of 

surfers. In additional to identifying that skin is a useful biome to characterize 

human environmental interaction, the abundance of Psychrobacter on surfer skin 

in a dose dependent manner to surfing frequency offers new insights towards 

how our environment shapes our microbiome. Data from the surfer biome project 

suggests that increase sunscreen use decreases the microbial diversity of 

human skin. Metabolomic profiling was able to identify key ingredients of 

sunscreen such as octocrylene which can be further investigated for its effects on 

microbial diversity. Lastly, chapter 5 describes the future potential for the 

presented research as well as the importance of science communication.	



1. Chapter 1: Introduction to the Dissertation 

1.1 Indigenous perspective 

1.1.1 A Hawaiian Introduction 
Both my Father and Grandfather were born in the territory of Hawaii. My Great               

Grandfather was born in the Kingdom of Hawaii. His father's before him were born into                

chiefdoms across ka pae aina o Hawaii before arriving 90 generations prior on a fleet of                

seven canoes during the second migration across ka moana nui a kea. They came from               

a place known today as the “valley of the caterpillar” where they are said to have lived                 

for 900 generations. I was born in the district of Nuuanu in the Queen's Medical Center                

founded by her majesty Queen Emma Kalanikaumakaamano Kaleleonalani Naea         

Rooke . From birth, I was taken from Nuuanu by my parents to the eastern shores of                

Oahu where I spent the first years of my life next to lake Kaelepulu in the district of                  

Kailua. It was after my 5th birthday that my family moved to a region on Hawaii island                 

known today as Hilo paliku. I was raised in the waters of Honolii, adjacent to our home                 

in Kauhiula. My name is Clifford Allen Kapono and I am the first generation of my                

Hawaiian family to be born into US citizenship. The purpose of this dissertation is to               

provide a cumulative body of work that exemplifies traditional Hawaiian intelligence           

across contemporary scientific space.  

1.1.2 The importance of observational studies to  Hawaiian culture 
The Hawaiian proverb, i nana, a ike is famously recognized throughout Hawaii            

and illustrates the importance of “through observation, one learns.” Until relatively           
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recently, this perspective has existed as a primary driver of Hawaiian society for             

thousands of years. The consequences of a rapidly evolving social system merged with             

the complexities of global development have resulted in unprecedented trauma to both            

the land and its people. Recognizing the current condition of environmental spaces and             

human health within Hawaii communities, this dissertation proposes innovative methods          

that can improve both aspects of Hawaiian life. Moreover, this dissertation looks to             

utilize metabolomic and microbiome profiling as a means to better understand the            

connection between humans and their environments.  

1.2 Metabolomic profiling 

1.2.1 Current themes in metabolomics 
One of the greatest contributions to understanding the natural world has been the             

ability for investigators to interpret biochemical pathways and their associated biological           

function 1. Biological pathways are often affected by the chemical transformation of small            

molecules during metabolism, which are commonly referred to as metabolites2. These           

metabolites provide chemical clues into the dynamic phenotypes of a variety of            

organisms and environments. One such example of how biochemical understandings          

have transformed public health services is by the discovery of essential nutrients and             

the ability to overcome such dietary deficiencies through supplemental additives3. In           

addition, by identifying relevant biochemical targets that are associated with key           

biochemical systems, significant advancements in modern pharmaceutical, pesticide        

and biotechnology industries has been achieved resulting in massive contributions in           

the health 4,5, environmental 6 and agricultural sector. 
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Metabolite profiling, or metabolomic analysis, has been ongoing for decades as           

mechanisms to identify unique biomarkers for organism health7. Recently, efforts have           

been established to utilize such metabolomic profiling techniques to identify a series of             

biomarkers that constitute the complex interactions within ecosystems. Methods in          

NMR, mass spectrometry and chromatography analytical systems have provided         

effective mechanisms for characterizing the chemical space 8. Metabolomic profiling of          

organism environment interactions provide increasing benefits for assessing organism         

function and health at the molecular level 9. In turn such profiling also provides             

investigators with unexpected relationships and metabolite responses, which can lead          

to the development of new hypothesis. Because of this, metabolomics is being accepted             

in a number of applications in identifying organism responses to modulations in            

environmental change such as temperature, climate, predation, infection and habitat          

loss10. 

1.3 Untargeted metabolomics  

1.3.1 Current methods in untargeted metabolomics 
Targeted metabolomic profiling refers to the method of study where a particular            

class of molecules or specific pathway of interest is investigated from an existing list2.              

Recent advancements in NMR and MS-based techniques have largely facilitated the           

enhanced ability to characterize chemical profiles especially in previously annotated          

systems and studies in drug metabolism pharmacokinetics11–13, therapeutic        

research 14–16, and biomarker discovery17,18 are examples of the importance of a targeted            

metabolomic research. Still, higher sensitivity, improved metabolite discrimination,        
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coverage of the metabolome space, and modularity to perform compound-class-specific          

analysis of MS-based profiling serves as a huge motivating factor when choosing            

MS-based profiling over many of the current NMR-based approaches17,19. In addition the            

numerous benefits of MS-guided targeted metabolomic studies, untargeted profiling         

also serves as a new and exciting method of biological inquiry especially when             

exploratory measures are required20–22. 

Advantages in untargeted approaches in metabolomics include the ability to          

simultaneously measure thousands of metabolites from biological samples with minimal          

experimental bias2. As previously mentioned, technologies such as nuclear magnetic          

resonance (NMR)23,24, liquid chromatography mass spectrometry(LC-MS)21,22, gas       

chromatography mass spectrometry (GC-MS) 25,26, raman spectroscopy27 and infrared        

spectroscopy28 provide researchers the ability to characterize the chemical space even           

with limited knowledge of the biochemical pathways of a system. Combinatorial           

methods such as LC-MS have proved to be extremely beneficial for the detection of              

many metabolites therefore being adopted in many of the studies listed here. LC-MS             

based approaches allow for reproducible, highly sensitive and relatively high throughput           

profiling in a broad range of biological systems27,29–31.  

1.3.2 Sampling  
Sampling methods for untargeted metabolomic studies can often range from          

having hundred to thousands of smapling sites and mechanically differentiate based on            

the biological system. For instance where cotton swabbing of human skin surfaces32            

may provide enough biomass for large scale profiling, coral reefs may require upwards             
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of 10mg of coral 33 for any metabolites to be detected. Handling and storage practices              

should also be considered as metabolites may undergo decomposition or          

transformation during transport. Extractions methods for such samples can range          

through different solvent polarities and have significant consequences on the type of            

molecules detected. Such extraction methods may include, but not limited to,           

liquid-liquid extraction (LLE), solid-liquid extraction (SLE), solid phase extraction (SPE),          

microwave assisted extraction, accelerated solvent extraction, protein precipitation and         

more 34. 

1.3.3 Data acquisition  

1.3.3.1 Chromatography 
Chromatography is commonly coupled with mass spectrometry in order to reduce           

molecular complexity and separate molecules within a sample. High performance liquid           

chromatography (HPLC) is a powerful method widely implemented throughout the          

scientific community. By incorporating C18 columns into chromatography, investigators         

can separate molecules belonging to a wide range of semi-polar molecules such as             

phenolic acids, flavonoids, glycosylated steroids, alkaloids and other glycosylated         

species. Conversely, by using hydrophilic interaction liquid chromatography (HILIC),         

more polar compounds such as sugars, amino sugars, amino acids, vitamins, carboxylic            

acids and nucleotides can be better separated. Moreover, advancements in          

chromatography such as the development of ultra-performance liquid chromatography         

have enhanced resolution of peak detection and increased throughput capabilities35–37 . 
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1.3.3.2 Ionization 
For detection to occur, molecules must be ionized. After separation by LC,            

molecules are introduced to an ion source. Electron ionization accelerates electrons           

towards a particular molecule resulting in a gain of charge. Alternatively, chemical            

ionization utilizes chemical reactions to apply charge to a particular molecule through            

the addition or subtraction of protons. With the advancement of atmospheric ionization            

methods such as atmospheric pressure ionization (API), electrospray ionization (ESI)          

and atmospheric chemical ionization (APCI), ions are created in the gas phase 38.             

These “soft” forms of ionization reduces the amount of in-source fragmentation of            

“unknown” molecules and lends itself advantageous in untargeted analysis. Once          

ionized, molecules migrate through an analyzer. 

1.3.3.3 Analyzer separation 
MS analyzers separate ions based on their mass to charge ratio (m/z). Mass             

range, mass resolution, resolution, ion transmission and sensitivity are all parameters           

that are considered during the separation process. Common analyzers used in           

metabolomics include time of flight (TOF) analyzers, quadrupole analysers, ion traps,           

and orbitraps. Although the acceleration and separation mechanisms differ, hybrid          

variations of these analyzers can be combined in order to work in tandem. Subsequent              

fragmentation of isolated molecules (MS/MS) can then be performed and sent to the             

detector for inventory39–41. 
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1.3.3.4 Detection  
Mass detection is the final stage of mass spectrometry and amplification is a             

important step. Signals are often very small once received in the detector and some              

form of electron multiplier is used 42. During data acquisition both retention time (RT) and              

corresponding mass to charge ratios (m/z) can used as identifiers of unique molecules.             

MS/MS fragmentation can also be collection during data acquisition. 

1.3.4 Data Processing 
Unlike targeted metabolomic profiling, untargeted approaches are highly complex         

and usually very computationally dense. Large data storage and technical processing is            

usually required even prior to analysis. Outputs can be exported on the orders of              

gigabytes per sample and often require large bandwidths for data transfer. With each             

file containing thousands of potential metabolite information, innovative analytical tools          

are often used for analysis. Many MS manufacturers offer data analysis tools without             

the need for data conversion, but these data types often cannot be compared between              

data acquired on different instruments. Over the last 5 years, 3rd party MS analysis              

plug-ins has overcome such issues and increased analytical flexibility by simplifying the            

ability to analyze datasets. For example, open-sourced programs such as XCMS43,44,           

Metalign45, MZmine 2, and GNPS46 can utilize select manufacturer data formats and            

common post-processed file type known as mzXML, mgf, and MZml as inputs for             

analysis.  

Advantages that Metalign offers users in the ability to convert data to and from              

manufacturer formats including netCDF from both LC/MS and GC/MS systems;          
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preprocessing (baseline correction, denoising, accurate mass calculation and export of          

results to manufacturer formats which help in visualization); alignment at low mass and             

high mass resolutions; export of univariate statistical selections to differential MS data            

files; export to spreadsheets for multivariate statistical analysis and conversation of           

multivariate statistical selection to a MS data file47.  

XCMS offers user-friendly solutions to establish visualization, statistical analysis,         

pathway analysis, stable isotope analysis, and metabolite identification44. XCMS online          

utilizes novel nonlinear retention time alignment, matched filtration, peak detection and           

peak matching. Even without internal standards, this method can identify hundreds of            

endogenous metabolites and use them as standards calculating nonlinear retention time           

correction profiles for each sample. The relative metabolite ion intensities are then            

directly compared to identify changes or potential biomarkers43.  

Recent improvements in the MZmine 2 48 software increases modularity and          

flexibility in the interface allowing for easier peak detection, alignment, identification,           

normalization, visualization and statistical analysis while older open-source software         

such as Open MS49 continue to evolve user flexibility across multiple processing            

languages. 

1.3.5 Data visualization 
Although many of the previously open-source software previously mentioned         

provides users with sophisticated and robust statistical visualization methods, the field is            

constantly providing alternatives for innovative visualization of untargeted metabolites.         

Alternative visualization methods of metabolomic data can also be implemented such as            
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MEDI self-organizing map approach. This approach utilizes centroided and aligned          

retention time and mass spectral profiles which can be derived from the previously             

mentioned software and introduces this normalized data into self-organizing map (SOM)           

algorithms. In this workflow, SOM algorithm is used to assign detected features into a              

self-organizing grid with dimensions predefined by users. Heat-map like grids illustrate           

the relative abundances of detected features through a color visualization schema.           

Regions of interest may then be subjected to further analysis and identification via             

database searches of RT, high mass accuracy MS1 and MS/MS fragmentation           

similarities50. 

 Optimus utilizes state-of-the-art feature detection algorithms from OpenMS to         

formulate a global depiction of metabolites from LC/MS datasets. In addition to feature             

detection, quantification, noise reduction, mz/rt matching and spatial mapping are also           

available. 3D and 2D heat-map-like spatial mapping of metabolomic signature          

abundances onto structural models is made possible through the Ili online software51. 

 GNPS molecular networking46 visualization platform utilizes MS/MS       

fragmentation patterns to identify relationships within the metabolome. Based on the           

fragmentation similarities, networks are created to visualize the similarities of detected           

metabolites and their identification. Although GNPS doesn’t currently offer statistical          

tests such as PCOA, Random Forest, Kruskal Wallis etc, GNPS does output a             

spreadsheet file bucket table list that can be introduced into statistical analytical tools             

such as Qitta 52. Alternatively, outputs from GNPS can also be visualized in cytoscape             
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where molecules are represented as nodes connected by edges based on MS2            

fragmentation53.  

1.3.6 Identification of metabolites 
The metabolomics standards initiative has proposed a 4 tier system of molecular            

annotation through mass spectrometry. Level 1 identification requires a minimum of two            

independent and orthogonal datasets that can be authenticated by known standards           

analyzed under identical experimental conditions. Level 2 identification is issued when           

literature or comparative data outside of the laboratory is used. Level 3 identification             

uses MS/MS spectral matches to putatively identify molecules and molecular families.           

Level 4 identification is used to apply a classification of molecules that are although              

unidentified or unannotated by molecular class, they are quantifiable and          

distinguishable from each other54,55. 

GNPS molecular networking issues both level 3 and 4 molecular annotation           

through spectral match comparisons from experimental spectra to known spectra of           

metabolites from the GNPS database. The GNPS database includes reference libraries           

from the Critical Assessment of Small Molecule Identification56 (CASMI), Human          

Metabolome Database57 (HMDB), MassBank58, MassBank EU 59, MassBank of North         

America 60 (MONA) and National Institute of Standards (NIST). GNPS is currently the            

largest repository of MS/MS based metabolite. 
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1.4 Microbiome profiling 

1.4.1 Current themes in microbiome research 
Microbiome research aims to understand biological systems through the         

exploration of organism microbiota. These communities are comprised of hosts,          

bacteria, fungi, protists, and viruses. Since the initiation of the Human Microbiome            

Project in 2007, microbiome research has grown exponentially. Recent studies linking           

human allergies, brain function, diet and even behavior to gut microbiota have            

highlighted the value of exploring host-microbiome interactions. Through the In order to            

further investigate such relationships, it is critical to develop improved methodologies           

when collecting microbiome inventories and establish taxonomic baselines which can          

be used in future studies.  

1.4.1.1 The Earth Microbiome Project 
Though the appreciation for microbes continues to grow, few studies have looked            

at understanding the primary structure of microbial communities across the globe. The            

Earth Microbiome Project61 (EMP) is a global effort to inventory massive amounts of             

microbial diversity across the planet. Within four years of the EMP’s initiation in 2010,              

the project soon had over 200 collaborators that provided samples from over 40 biomes              

from the deep sea, lakes, and remote human populations. By 2017, datasets have             

increased by nearly 100 fold 62 and the first large scale meta analysis of the project was                

performed uncovering unprecedented observations towards how environments,       

samples sites, organism type and geography affect microbial abundance and diversity63. 
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1.4.1.2 The American Gut Project 
Analogous to the EMP, one such study that looks to better understand the             

relationship humans have with their associated microbiota64,65 is the American Gut           

Project64 (AGP). The AGP is a part of the EMP and specifically looks to understand the                

roles gut bacteria have on human health. Prior to the AGP, studies that investigated              

human gut were limited to at most hundreds of samples. The AGP has created an open                

platform where participants volunteer their samples thus creating a database of over            

7,000 individuals since its creation in 2012. By profiling the human gut microbiome,             

investigators are beginning to identify correlations between active lifestyles, diet, alcohol           

consumption and microbial diversity. 

1.4.2 Current methods in microbiome research 
Both a strength and significant challenge to studies like the HMP, EMP, and AGP              

is the shear size and complexity of the datasets. A majority of the data is acquired                

across different temporal and spatial circumstances. Developing standard and robust          

sampling methods is critical for downstream analysis especially when mining large           

datasets. Standard operating procedures developed by panels of experts in the HMP,            

EMP and AGP have been communicated to researchers and volunteers through           

primary literature 61,66. Not only do these operating procedures need to meet participant            

confidentiality and institutional review board review board requirements, but take into           

consideration government regulation of sample transport. After collection, samples         

and/or sampling devices are stored at -80C until DNA extraction 
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Despite the microbiome comprising of a consortium of microorganisms, many          

studies including the HMP, EMP and AGP focus primarily on bacteria DNA. After             

extraction, DNA is sent for 16S rRNA amplicon sequencing. Illumina HiSeq technology            

is often implemented and provides ultra-high throughputs of complex microbial          

communities67. Error-corrected pyrosequences can then be introduced into comparative         

analysis softwares such as the open source quantitative insights into microbiology’           

(QIIME 68). QIIME represents a robust platform that is able to provide investigators with             

the ability to rapidly analyse heterogenous microbial datasets. Within the QIIME           

workspace, users can implement network analysis, obtained histograms of microbial          

diversity and determine keystone drivers of population differences.  

1.5 In this Dissertation 

1.5.1 Chapter 2: 3D snapshot of office 
This published chapter (Kapono et. al, 2018)69 is the first report to integrate 3D              

cartography of MS and 16S multi-omic profiling for forensic use. The purpose of this              

study was to characterize the interaction between humans and the built environment            

while exploring the potential for forensic application. In this study, an office space and              

four of its inhabitants were profiled using MS and 16S rRNA amplicon sequencing.             

Hundreds of samples were taken throughout the built environment as well as on the              

bodies of volunteers. A 3d model of the built environment was created by using an 3D                

systems iSense Ipad scanner70. Molecular and microbial features from individuals          

provided clues into lifestyle and medical history of volunteers. Acquired features across            

volunteers and the built environment were used to determine individual uniqueness as            
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well as how participants interacted with the built environment. From the study,            

“molecular fingerprints” were observed and characterize suggesting new potentials for          

advancing forensic technologies.   

1.5.2 Chapter 3: 3D snapshot of Coral reef 
This chapter applies multi-omic molecular profiling and spatial mapping         

technology towards the marine environment. The purpose of this study was to develop             

novel methodologies that characterize coral reef assemblages. Although microbiome,         

metabolome and 3D spatial mapping studies exist within coral research, no study has             

merged these technologies into a single study. 3D molecular cartography was           

implemented to investigate a coral assemblage in Kapoho, Hawaii in aims to better             

understanding recent outbreaks of coral tumor. Multivariate statistical analysis identified          

key molecular features that distinguish coral species as well as provide insight into the              

molecular world that defines individual populations. Additionally, molecular features that          

describe diseased coral tissue were identified. This research provides new methods to            

investigate coral reef assemblages as well as introduces their value for inclusion into             

coral reef long term ecological studies.  

1.5.3 Chapter 4: Surfer Biome Project 
Chapter 4 describes the science behind human environmental interaction from          

an indigenous perspective. The previously described methods of multi-omic molecular          

profiling were implemented to characterize the relationship between humans and the           

marine environment. The metabolome and microbiome of an international surfing cohort           

was profiled in efforts to determine 1) the ocean leaves a molecular fingerprints on              
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surfers, 2) geography of surfing populations differentiate biomes, and 3) surfers and            

molecularly different than non surfers. Surfers were profiled from Ireland, Morocco,           

London, Hawaii, San Francisco, and locally in San Diego. This project was able to              

characterize differences between surfers and non surfers, characterize geographic         

differences between different surfing populations and also identify molecular features          

that affect microbial diversity across surfers. Lastly, microbial features were identified           

that describe the frequency in which surfers interact with the ocean. This study has              

gained international recognition as was highlighted in The New York Times, Surfer            

Magazine,  Hawaii Business Magazine, CBS, NBC and more.  

1.5.4 Chapter 5: Future Directions 
The final chapter is a brief perspective that describes how future investigations            

can benefit from the research of this dissertation. The technology described has great             

potential and application in the Hawaiian community. The value of molecular profiling is             

discussed and proposed to be included in the fight against fungal disease within the              

Hawaiian forest community. The same technology is also proposed to be used as coral              

researchers begin long term ecological studies in the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands.           

An example of how the research in this dissertation can offer new hypothesis is also               

described. Studies to investigate the bioactivity of surfer associated marine bacteria can            

be tested in order to begin understanding the potential therapeutic benefits of visiting to              

the ocean. Lastly, future career directions are discussed in the concluding remarks. 
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2. Chapter 2: Office Study 

2.1 Introduction to Chapter 2 

With a human global population reaching upwards of 9 billion by 2050 1,            

anthropogenic development continues to increase. Additionally, the human        

built-environment represents a new ecological environment and one filled with a           

diversity of human-derived molecular features. Defining the chemical and microbial          

associations of these human-built environments, where we spend most of our time,            

provide researchers with new interpretations of how we as a species may be influencing              

the overall ecology or our planet. 

Molecules, whether from microbes or from environmental factors, present         

investigators with new opportunity to understand microbial habitats within the built           

environment. Microbial inventories of habitats including hospitals2–5, households3,6–10,        

space 11–13, and bathrooms14–17 demo 18nstrate the diversity of indoor microbial         

communities, and how their occupants influence the microbial composition19,20. Among          

studies that characterize harmful indoor chemicals such as phthalate21–23, bisphenyl          

A24,25, and metals26–29, we have little insight into the diversity of molecules present in the               

human habitat, or how such molecules relate to the human behavior.  

One of the earliest examples of molecular cartography was in the mapping of             

antigenic sites on the surface of proteins30. Since then, several studies have used multi              

omic techniques to map molecular features on the surfaces of various subjects31–34. 3d             

molecular cartography serves as a novel tool to interpret spatial distributions of key             

molecular features within systems. Chapter 2 looks to explore the human sources of             
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molecular features or “fingerprints” throughout the built environment to better          

understand the fundamentals of human-environmental interaction. By developing        

observational methods to profile the built space and visualize these findings in 3d, this              

chapter also proposes new advancements in forensic science.  

In Hawaii, understanding the origins of resources and people are believed to be             

very important35. This perspective is exemplified by the traditional saying, nana i ke             

kumu or “look to the source.” This project offered a contemporary application to my              

ancestral teachings as was a perfect study to develop the skills necessary for studies              

described in chapter 3 and 4. One particular result obtained from the molecular profiling              

study was identifying the sources of molecules based on volunteer biology and            

chemistry. This study reinforced the contemporary value traditional Hawaiian         

perspectives have in science research. 
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2.2 Chapter 2 appendix of: “Creating a 3D microbial and chemical snapshot of             
human habitat” 
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3. Chapter 3 

3.1 Introduction 

3.1.1 Coral disease in Hawaii 
As coral disease continues to threaten one of the most biodiverse and            

economically profitable ecosystems on Earth 1, scientist across the world are          

expeditiously looking to develop tools that better characterize the biology and ecology of             

corals2. Advancements in culture-independent microbial analysis has allowed        

investigators to characterize the microbial world of the coral holobiont3,4, although fully            

understanding the functional roles between the coral microbiomes and disease remains           

challenging5,6. Additionally, recent advancements in LC-MS/MS molecular profiling has         

allowed investigators to begin characterizing coral metabolomes with increased         

sensitivity and reproducibility7–10. Structure-from-Motion (SfM)photogrammetry is      

another emerging technology that investigates the relationship between 3D coral          

structure and ecosystem processes11–15. While these technologies provide valuable         

insights for understanding coral reefs, to date, few studies have integrated these            

approaches to conduct multi-omic profiling across coral landscapes, especially in the           

context of 3D reef models. 

The Waiōpae coastline is located at the southeastern tip of Hawaii Island and             

supports a high abundance and diversity of coral in a network of submerged pools              

formed by permeable basaltic substrate. Waiōpae receives a high frequency of natural            

and anthropogenic disturbances, both chronic and acute 16,17. The coral disease, Growth           
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Anomaly (GA), is a prominent disease throughout the global oceans and exhibits a             

higher prevalence at Waiōpae than any other surveyed sites throughout the Hawaiian            

Archipelago1616,1716 . While research has shown this disease affects critical biological           

functions, there is still little known about the causation and pathogenesis of GA18.  

 

3.1.2 3D coral reef mapping 
 

3D reef mapping and genomic analyses have been performed independently to           

investigate coral communities at Waiōpae 13,18,19, yet no studies have examined          

metabolomic characteristics of corals at this location. Moreover, none of these           

technologies have been combined to conduct 3D multi-omic profiling for corals. Here we             

apply an integrative tool box, capable of integrating 16S sequencing and LC-MS/MS            

analysis with 3D SfM photogrammetry to characterize a hawaiian coral assemblage           

comprising of P. lobata, M. capitata, and M. flabellata species (Figure 1). This study              

identified key molecular features that distinguish each coral species as well as            

molecular features associated with GA-affected coral tissue. Analyzing the data across           

the reconstructed 3D coral colonies provides a new and useful perspective for            

determining spatial patterns in molecular profiles. Samples were collected at both day            

and night along spatial gradients where the coral colonies physically interacted and            

along gradients where tissue was affected by GA disease. This approach can be             

scaled-up to determine molecular underpinnings that drive biological responses and          

ecological characteristics in coral communities at other locations. 
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3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Coral tissue sampling 
84 samples were taken from Waiōpae (19°29′55″N154°49′06″W), Southeast        

Hawaii Island in accordance with traditional hawaiian gathering protocol and State of            

Hawaii guidelines (DAR permit number 53929). Tissue samples were collected with a            

1-cm core from Porites lobata (n=12), Montipora capitata (n=36), and Montipora           

flabellata (n=12) corals (Supplemental figure 1). The colonies in this assemblage all            

interacted along their borders and samples were taken along spatial gradients           

perpendicular to the colony borders . Samples were also collected from from M. capitata              

tissue affected by growth anomalies (n=10) and non-GA tissue (n=10) within 3-cm of the              

GA lesions. 1.5 mL water samples (n=4) were also taken just above coral surface. The               

location of each sample was recorded by photographs and video so that we could later               

add these locations to the coordinated in the 3D image. Each sample was subjected to               

molecular profiling by mass spectrometry and DNA sequencing individually. Samples          

were flash frozen with liquid nitrogen and shipped overnight under dry ice to the              

University of San Diego,California. Samples were kept in -80C until extraction. 

 

3.2.2 3D reconstruction of coral colonies 
Images, prior to sampling, were collected using methods developed specifically          

for reconstructing a 3D map of the coral reef habitats that were sampled13. One coral               

assemblage was identified that contained several coral that had interacting borders of            

different genus ( Porites/Montipora), same genus different species ( M. capitata/M.         
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flabellata ), same species ( M. capitata/M. capitata ), and diseased tissue ( M. capitata           

GA ). Ground control points (GCPs) were placed at the corners of the coral assemblage              

with known x,y,z coordinates to enable precise spatial rectification for the resulting 3D             

models. A calibration grid and a scale marker were placed at the border of the survey                

area to validate spatial accuracy. Overlapping photographs were taken from planar and            

oblique angles while swimming above the coral assemblage in a boustrophodonic           

pattern. All photos were taken with a Canon 5D Mark III digital SLR camera with a                

24–70 mm lens set at 24 mm (Canon USA Inc., New York, USA) in an Ikelite housing                 

with an 8-in. hemispheric dome port (Ikelite Underwater Systems, Indianapolis, USA).           

The 8-in. hemispheric dome port significantly reduces distortion due to refraction and            

improves the ability of the software to accurately calibrate and align the images20,21.  

3D reconstructions of the coral assemblage were rendered using Agisoft          

modeling software (Agisoft LLC., St. Petersburg, Russia). Images were uploaded into           

the PhotoScan software and camera calibration was performed using Brown’s distortion           

model. PhotoScan aligned all overlapping images using algorithms that detect invariant           

features from the overlapping image sequences. The invariant features were then used            

to create geometrical projective matrices and determine the exact position and           

orientation of the camera for each sequential image ( Verhoeven et al., 2012; Westoby             

et al., 2012 ). 3D geometry was constructed on the 2D image plane using the extrinsic               

parameters, which define the location and orientation of the camera reference frame            

with respect to a known world reference frame and in conjunction with the intrinsic              

parameters, which link the pixel coordinates of an image point with the corresponding             
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coordinates in the camera reference frame. Iterative bundle adjustments were used to            

refine the 3D coordinates of the scene geometry and minimize reprojection error in             

order to create a sparse 3D point cloud that accurately represented the structure of the               

photographed coral reef plot. Markers were digitally annotated onto each of the GCPs             

using the PhotoScan software, and the known x,y,z values of the GCPs were used to               

optimize the alignment of the photos and to ensure the resulting models were spatially              

rectified. After the initial point cloud was optimized, a dense point cloud was generated              

and used to construct a continuous mesh surface that was then triangulated and             

rendered with the sequential images to create textured 3D digital surface models            

representing the coral assemblage at Waiōpae. The 84 coordinates were annotated           

onto the 3D model in GeoMagic 3D annotation software 22 that represented the actual             

sampling sites where tissue samples were taken from each coral. Coordinates were            

matched with each sample file from LC-MS/MS and 16S OTU feature tables. 

3.2.3 Extraction of coral metabolites and microbes 
 

Molecular extraction was performed on the frozen samples to capture small           

molecules that can be subjected to LC-MS/MS. Each sample was lyophilized, weighed            

and subjected to 1.0 ml/mg with 70% methanol for 4 hours in 10mL glass vials23.               

Supernatant was removed and dried until LC-MS/MS data acquisition. 

DNA extraction was performed on the frozen samples to capture microbial DNA            

from each sample that can be subjected to sequencing. The absorbed material was             

extracted in 500μL of 50:50 ethanol/water (for mass spectrometric analysis) or           
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Tris-EDTA buffer (50 mM Tris pH 7.6, 1 mM EDTA, and 0.5% Tween 20) for bacterial                

DNA extraction. After DNA extraction, amplification and sequencing according to the           

16S rRNA amplicon protocol of the Earth Microbiome Project v.4.13 was performed24. 

 

3.2.4 Data acquisition from MS and 16S sampling 
 

Molecules were separated using chromatography and detected using a mass          

spectrometer. Processed coral extracts (5uL) were subjected to UHPLC         

chromatographic separation using an UltiMate 3000 UHPLC system (Thermo Scientific),          

controlled by Chromeleon software (Thermo Scientific). Chromatographic separation        

was achieved using an 1.7 micron C18 (50 x 2.1 mm) Kinetex UHPLC column              

(Phenomenex) at 40°C, using a flow rate of 0.5 mL/min. A linear gradient was used for                

the separation: 0-0.5 min 5% B, 0.5-8 min 5%B-99%B, 8-9 min 99%B, 9.01-10 min              

1%B, 10-10.5 min 5%-99% B, 11-11.5 min 99%B-1%B, 12-12.5 min 1% B where             

solvent A is water 0.1% formic acid (v/v) and solvent B is acetonitrile with 0.1% formic                

acid (v/v). Column eluent was introduced directly into a Bruker Daltonics maXis Impact             

quadrupole-time-of-flight mass spectrometer equipped with an Apollo II electrospray         

ionization source and controlled via otofControl v3.4 (build 16) and Hystar v3.2 software             

packages (Bruker Daltonics). The maXis instrument was first externally calibrated using           

ESI-L Low Concentration Tuning Mix (Agilent Technologies) prior to initiation of the            

sequence of samples, and h exakis (1H,1H,2H-difluoroethoxy)phosphazene (Synquest       

Laboratories), m/z 622.0295089613, was continuously introduced as an internal         

calibrant (lock mass) during the entirety of each LC/MS run. Data was collected in              
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positive ion mode, scanning from 80-2000 m/z. Instrument source parameters were set            

as follows: nebulizer gas (Nitrogen) pressure, 2 Bar; Capillary voltage, 4,500 V; ion             

source temperature, 200°C; dry gas flow, 9 L/min. MS1 spectral acquisition rate was set              

at 3Hz and MS/MS acquisition rate was variable (5-10Hz) depending on precursor            

intensity. Data-dependent MS/MS acquisition was programmed to the top five most           

intense precursors per MS1 scan and any precursor was actively excluded for 1 minute              

after being fragmented twice. Each MS/MS scan acquired was the average of 4             

collision energies, paired optimally with specific collision RF (or “ion cooler RF”)            

voltages and transfer times in order to maximize the qualitative structural information            

from each precursor. The auto-acquisition of MS/MS spectra was carried according to            

specific settings. Precursor m/z 100, 300, 500, 1000 was selected; with an isolation             

width of 2, 4, 6, 8; with a base collision energy (eV) of 10, 25, 30, 50; a sampled                   

collision energy of (5, 10, 15, 20), (12.5, 25, 37.5, 48), (15, 30, 45, 60), (25, 40, 75,                  

100); a collision RF (Vpp) of 250, 500, 1000, 1500 for all precursors; and a transfer time                 

(μsec) of 50, 75, 100, 150 for all samples was used respectively. Data is publically               

available at massive.ucsd.edu under accession number MSV00008228. 

DNA extraction and V4 paired end sequencing24,25 from samples were performed           

according to the Earth Microbiome Project Protocols24,25 and sequenced using an           

Illumina MiSeq (La Jolla, CA) to determine what bacteria are present at each sample              

site. Processed tables can be found in https://qiita.ucsd.edu/analysis/description/16572/        

and https://qiita.ucsd.edu/analysis/description/15795/. Amplicon sequences were     
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demultiplexed and quality controlled using the defaults as provided by QIIME 1.9.1. The             

primary sOTU table was generated using Qiita which uses deblurring26. 

3.2.5 Data processing of MS and 16S data 
 

Raw MS data was converted to .mzXML formatting using Bruker Data Analysis            

4.1 software and uploaded into MZmine (Pluskal et al. 2010). Peak detection thresholds            

for MS1 and MS2 were set at 5.0E3 and 1.0E3 respectively. Chromatogram builder             

thresholds were set at a minimum height of 1.0E4 with an isolation tolerance of 0.01 min                

and m/z tolerance of 20 ppm. Chromatogram deconvolution was performed with a            

minimum peak height of 3.0E3 and a peak duration tolerance of 0.1-1 min. MS2 scan               

pairing was performed at 0.01 da and and RT scan pairing was performed at 0.4 min.                

Chromatograms were deisotoped with a RT tolerance of 0.2 min, an m/z tolerance of 20               

ppm and selected to be have a maximum charged state of [M+2H]2+. Peaks were              

aligned with up to a 20 ppm error, with 75% of the alignment priority given to m/z                 

accuracy and 25% to 0.5 min RT overlap. Gap-filling was performed allowing a 10%              

intensity tolerance, a 20 ppm m/z tolerance, and a 0.4 min RT tolerance. Lastly,              

duplicate peak filtering was performed with a m/z tolerance of 0.01 da and a RT               

tolerance of 10 min. Aligned peaks were exported as file.csv and file.mgf for further              

analysis. 

3.2.6 Data analysis of metabolome and microbiome 
 

Multivariate analysis was performed using multiple software tools. Metabolomic         

principle coordinate analysis plots were constructed by importing file.csv from data           
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processing into Dorrestein Lab cluster application. Canberra distance methods were          

using with HCA grouping methods. Probabilistic quotient normalization of 30% of the            

samples was used. Plots were visualized in Emperor visualization27. PCoA plots for            

microbiome datasets were constructed in Qiita by using the processed un trimmed 100             

rarefied sample set. Ordinates were directly observed on the Qiita interface. Alpha            

diversity experiments were also performed and observed in Qiita using the untrimmed            

waiopae BIOM table (https://qiita.ucsd.edu/analysis/description/15795/) rarerified to      

100. An adonis permanova analysis was performed using vegan package in R studio28. 

Random Forest analysis of both the MZmine output data and Qiita OTU feature             

table was performed in Metaboanalyst29,30 . Peak intensity tables were uploaded and            

normalized by sum by mean intensity values. Sum normalization was performed on            

each sample and mean-centered data scaling was also done. Samples were subjected            

to a Random Forest multivariate test. 

 Global Natural Products Social Molecular Networking31 was used to identify          

MS/MS spectral matches of molecular features in each sample set. Parameters for            

creating molecular network include a parent mass tolerance=0.1 Da, Min matched           

Peak=6, Ion Tolerance=0.5, Score Threshold=0.80 with default advance and filter          

search options  

(http://gnps.ucsd.edu/ProteoSAFe/status.jsp?task=0a0a825f41da4781a374cfb6092830

97). Using these parameters, 301,113 MS/MS spectra were merged into 21,732 nodes.            

Raw data were uploaded to http://gnps.ucsd.edu and cataloged with a massive           

MSV00008228. Networking parameters can be found with GNPS ID:         
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Molecular feature visualization was performed to visualize microbiome and         

metabolome features on 3d coral model. The open-source web application `ili 32 was            

used by incorporating feature finding tables and STereoLithography (.stl) file, OBJ 3D            

file (.obj), and Material Library File (.mtl) created in Photoscan.  

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Coral metabolome 
 
The metabolome of the coral community was characterized by introducing          

acquired LC-MS/MS data into GNPS and visualized in Cytoscape 33. Using networking           

parameters described above, 64,804 spectra were considered to create nodes or           

unique molecular ions based on their MS2 fragmentation patterns (Figure 2). Of the             

5,004 generated nodes, 205 (~4%) had matching fragmentation patterns (min match           

peak=4, cos score=0.70) to the GNPS molecular database (light blue nodes) and were             

issued level three annotations in accordance with the 2007 metabolomics standard           

initiative34. GNPS provided a FDR value of 0.01 with molecular annotations above 0.63             

cos score value (Supplemental figure 2). Unannotated nodes are colored in gray. 

Nodes boarders are colored based on their species of origin. A majority of the              

detected nodes were unannotated and shared throughout the metabolome as indicated           

by gray nodes with dark orange border (Figure 2). Less than 1% of the molecular               

network is comprised of individual nodes that are unique to species and only 1 cluster               
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shows specificity to a coral species. Molecular networking dimer cluster annotated by a             

parent mass of 364.104 m/z and 348.108 m/z were found to originate from P. lobata,               

but remain unannotated and without chemical similarity to known GNPS libraries.  

The annotated metabolome of shared molecules among the sampled coral          

species include long and short chain fatty acids, steroids, aromatics, sugars,           

phospholipids, nucleosides, amino acids, chlorophyll, a pesticide and 3 unlabelled but           

structurally defined cyclic compounds (Figure 2). Fatty acids include hexadienoic acid,           

linoleic acid, pinolenic acid, docosenamide, docosatetraenoic acid, dicosatetraenoic        

acid, eicosanoids, monolinolein, pentanoic acid, and propanoic acid. Steroids include          

androsterone and campesterol. Sugar constituents include glucuronic acid and         

glucocerebroside. Phospholipids include   

phosphatidylethanolamine,phosphatidylcholine,lyso-PAF, 

1-octadecyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine, palmitoyl-sphingosine and   

phosphatidylserine. Thymidine nucleoside and decalactone were also annotated as well          

as a pesticide known as fuberidazole. A degradation product of chlorophyll was            

annotated as pheophytin A. Amino acids acetyl-L-lysine and tryptophan were annotated,           

while the four structurally defined but unlabelled clusters have m/z values of 628.295,             

415.212, and 247.167. 

3.3.2 Coral microbiome 
 

Closed-reference OTU sequences were used to characterize the microbiome         

taxonomy of the sampled coral assemblage to species level classification. Relative           
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frequency of 16S taxa were visualized against all samples (Figure 3). The top 10 most               

abundant genus present across the coral community in descending order include           

Rhodobacterales which is found in all of the samples including the water column.             

Oceanospirillales appears to dominate P. lobata tissue samples which is consistent           

across many Porites coral communities worldwide35. Rhizobiales appear to be          

distributed throughout all samples except for P. lobata coral . Chlorophyta was present            

in M. capitata and P. lobata and wasabsent in M. flabellata samples. Stramenopiles is              

seen to be consistently present across all samples but absent in a subset of diseased               

GA tissue samples from M. capitata . Oscillatoriales, Pirellulales, Acidimicrobiales, and          

Verrucomicrobiales were present across all species except for P. lobata. A Complete            

list of annotated 16S OTU sequences up to species level classification can be found in               

the supplemental information. 

3.3.3 molecular diversity across coral assemblages 
 
Metabolomic diversity (H) was significantly lower (pvalue) in P. lobata compared           

to both species of Montipora. Diversity (H) was also lower in GA-affected M. capitata              

tissue compared to healthy tissues of M. capitata and M. flabellata . Significant            

differences (pvalue<0.0001) in the microbial diversity (H) was found when comparing           

diversity (H) among all sampled corals (Figure 4). Kruskal-Wallis pairwise comparisons           

among the species revealed that GA-affected M. capitata tissue had significantly less            

diversity when compared to healthy M. flabellata and M. capitata tissue (pvalue<0.05).            
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Similarly, P. lobata tissue had significantly less diversity than M. flabellata and M.             

capitata  tissue (pvalue<0.0001). 

Adonis (PERMANOVA) test on LC-MS/MS and 16S OTUs feature tables          

identified significant beta-diversity among species for both the metabolome         

(PERMANOVA<0.001) and the microbiome (PERMANOVA<0.001). PCoA bray curtis        

ordination plots were created to visualize the differences identified in PERMANOVA           

analysis (Figure 5). Groups were divided by M. capitata , M. flabellata , and P. lobata               

coral species. 

Random forest classification method identified features that describe the         

metabolome and microbiome species variation with an out-of-bag (OOB) error of 0.0056            

and 0.362 respectively (Supplemental figure 3). Despite random forest providing an           

inventory of up to species level microbial features that describe microbiome variation,            

GNPS molecular networking library annotations was only able to identify          

1-octadecyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine of the top 15 features to describe        

metabolomic variance among the sample coral species. Additionally, random forest was           

able to identify features that describe variation between GA-affected M. capitata tissue            

and healthy M. capitata tissue with an OOB error of 0.149 for microbiome datasets and               

0.350 for metabolomic datasets (Supplemental figure 4). The top microbial taxa feature            

that appears to be absent in disease tissue and present in healthy tissue is classified as                

a cyanobacteria belonging to the family Stramenopiles. The only GNPS level 3            

annotated molecular feature in the metabolome is pheophytin A also known to be a              

degradation product of chlorophyll.  
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3.3.4 Molecular features that describe coral growth anomaly presences and          
absence 
 

The top features identified from random forest analysis that describes the           

difference in molecular profiles between GA-affected tissue and healthy M. capitata           

tissue was also visualized in the ili 3D cartography platform (Figure 6a-d). Pheophytin A              

abundances were visualized and identified. Cyanobacteria belonging to the family          

Stramenopiles were on the 3D coral assemblage at each sample location to visualize             

the higher abundance at all sample locations compared to the sampled GA-affected            

tissue (Figure 6a,b). Similarly, pheophytin A abundances were undetectable on          

GA-affected sample site locations when visualized with the ili platform (Figure 6c,d). A             

fully interactive visualization can be viewed on the ili platform interface for the             

metabolome 

( https://ili.embl.de/?ftp://massive.ucsd.edu/MSV000080242/updates/2018-04-24_ckapo

no_bf2e7d5e/other/Waiopae_biome_ili.obj;ftp://massive.ucsd.edu/MSV000080242/upda

tes/2018-04-24_ckapono_d1c36f12/other/Annotated_GNPS_featurew_for_ILI_test_OBJ

_MARCH218.csv;ftp://massive.ucsd.edu/MSV000080242/updates/2018-04-24_ckapono

_2e7bcdb8/other/coral_metabolome.json) and the microbiome    

( https://ili.embl.de/?ftp://massive.ucsd.edu/MSV000080242/updates/2018-04-24_ckapo

no_bf2e7d5e/other/Waiopae_biome_ili.obj;ftp://massive.ucsd.edu/MSV000080242/upda

tes/2018-04-24_ckapono_bf2e7d5e/other/ILI_100rare_OTU_taxa_level-7.csv;ftp://massi

ve.ucsd.edu/MSV000080242/updates/2018-04-24_ckapono_2e7bcdb8/other/coral_micr

obiome.json). 
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3.4 Discussion 

Phenotypic classification, genetic sequencing techniques, and visual surveys        

have been used as conventional methods for biological characterizations of coral reefs.            

3D molecular profiling offers a complementary investigatory technique that can collate           

these approaches to better characterize differences across species and health states of            

coral assemblages. 3D profiling of the metabolomic and microbial diversity of a coral             

assemblage provided useful information about the molecular diversity of several coral           

species at Waiōpae. We identified differences in the composition and diversity of            

microbial and metabolomic profiles among M. captiata , M. flabelatta , and P. lobata            

corals. Applying a multivariate statistical approach also provided evidence of microbial           

and metabolomic differences between healthy and diseased tissues.. Integrating         

genomic and metabolomic data into a 3D platform provides a powerful tool for spatial              

analyzing molecular profiles across the dynamic landscape of coral colonies.  

 Utilizing a multivariate statistical enabled identification of key molecular features          

that were significantly different among the sampled coral species and GA-affected           

tissue. Random forest (RF) classification found specific bacteria and molecules          

associated with each species and GA-affected tissue. Although these features identified           

by random forest individually represent less than 1% of the total classification accuracy,             

the top 15 features from the classification describe 4% of the microbiome variance and              

10% of the metabolome variance. A slightly higher level of variance was described             

when specifically comparing GA-affected and healthy tissue from M. capitata coral.           
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Individual microbial features and features detected with RF classification describe 2% of            

the microbiome variance and 5% of metabolome variance all coral samples. These            

findings suggests that specific groups of molecules and microbes may need to be             

targeted to characterize profiles that are unique to individual coral species and are             

health-states. 

 The process of unraveling coral metabolomes is in its infancy, but as profiling             

databases continue to advance, an ever-growing portion of the cryptic metabolome is            

being unearthed. Limitations of molecular annotation in LC-MS/MS metabolomic studies          

often lead to thousands of unannotated spectra. GNPS molecular networking has the            

capability to overcome these issues by implementing MS/MS spectral matching which           

provides level 3 annotation as described by the 2007 metabolomic initiative34. As the             

GNPS database continues to grow beyond its 10,000 molecular annotations, the           

potential annotation resolution will improve dramatically. Due to the mechanism of           

annotation through MS2 spectral matching, false annotations are possible. False          

discovery rates (FDR) have been implemented into GNPS to increase confidence and            

each level 3 metabolomic annotation may require molecular isolation or comparison to            

standards (Supplemental Figure 2). As the GNPS network continues to grow and            

detection accuracy improves it will become increasingly useful to utilize a metabolomic            

approach for characterizing the biology of marine organisms. 

 Identifying specific compounds within the coral tissue provides useful insight for           

understanding the mechanics of diseased coral tissue. Sterols such as campesterol           

have been previously found in tissue tumors36 and appear to be to be in high abundance                
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in one of the locations of GA-affected tissue when analyzed in a 3D framework              

(Supplemental figure 5). Saccharides are a major composition of coral inter skeletal            

physiology37 and have shown to be present across all of the coral community in high               

abundances . Sugar constituents include glucuronic acid and glucocerebroside.         

Phospholipids include phosphatidylethanolamine, phosphatidylcholine, lyso-PAF,     

1-octadecyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine, palmitoyl-sphingosine and   

phosphatidylserine. Comparing the abundance and diversity of these compounds         

among the samples provides a useful platform for identifying molecules known to be             

associated with other similar disease states. Considering the biology and ecology of            

coral diseases are still poorly understood38, it is valuable to be able to search for               

molecules known to be associated with other animal diseases to improve our            

characterization of conditions affecting corals. 

 Fatty acid and phospholipid molecules detected within the metabolome (Figure 2)           

of the Waiōpae coral assemblage are consistent with previously identified primary           

metabolites in sceleterian corals, soft coral, sponges and dinoflagellates. These          

molecules have also been linked to elicit broad host immune responses39,40 and appear             

to be the main component to the polar metabolome of marine metazoans. Identifying             

the widespread spatial distribution (Figure 5) of this interesting class of molecules may             

help investigators prioritize the need to further understand their ecological role. 

 No significant molecular differences were detected among the healthy coral          

tissue of Montipora captiata , yet tissue affected by the GA disease exhibited            

significantly decreased molecular diversity (Figure 2). While more research and an           
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increased sample size will help to validate this relationship, the decrease in molecule             

abundance within GA-affected tissue suggests this disease compromises metabolic         

activity in the organism or promotes a disproportional production of specialized           

metabolites. Microbial diversity was found to be significantly lower in P. lobata than the              

other sampled coral species (Figure 2 and 3) and supports previous research that also              

observed lower bacterial diversity across Porites coral species in other locations4. The            

lower microbial diversity found in the GA-affected tissue is also consistent with many             

microbial studies investigating the health of organisms in an array of environmental and             

ecological settings41–43. The significantly decreased diversity in both microbial and          

molecular features in GA-affected and P. lobata tissue highlights the need for more             

research using these techniques to determine if molecular profiles can serve as            

biomarkers for discriminating among species and health-states of coral. 

 Pheophytin A was one of the top 15 features that was successfully identified             

through the GNPS spectral matching algorithm. Its spatial distribution was widespread           

throughout the sampled coral assemblage but was absent from M. capitata GA-affected            

tissue (Figure 6). As pheophytin is a degradation product of chlorophyll, this finding             

illustrates the lack of photosynthesis occurring in GA-affected tissue compared to           

healthy tissue and provides more evidence of consequences this disease has on the             

organism’s overall metabolism. Light transforming symbiotic microorganisms within        

coral tissue provide much needed nutrients for the host44,45. It is unclear to whether the               

lack of photosynthesis contributes to or is a result of diseased tissue, but supports prior               

research indicating distinct photophysiological reduction in coral tissue affected by this           
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disease17. This finding provides another useful example of how metabolomic biomarkers           

can identify physiological impairment associated with diseased coral tissue. 

 Algal DNA was detected on several coral samples. This is likely due to the similar               

genetic homology of the V4 region of the 16S ribosome to chloroplast.. Although some              

have viewed chloroplast contamination as a problem46, detecting increased amounts of           

microboring algae47 within GA-affected tissue is an interesting finding. Previous studies           

have investigated the relationship of turf algae growth on GA-tissue at Waiōpae and             

found growth to occur on both diseased and healthy tissue 47,48. The detection of             

Ulvophyceae suggests this algae has found an opportunity to infiltrate colony defense            

and begin algal turf succession on live coral tissue. Surprisingly, the higher abundance             

of microboring Ulvophyceae is inversely proportional to the amount of chloroplast           

detected in the samples. This may be associated with a lack of polyps and mesenterial               

filaments in GA-affected tissue 49, which could potentially reduce the ability sweep away            

algae attempting to settle and grow on live coral tissue. Further investigation on the              

molecular profiles of this disease may help to shed light on the biology and long-term               

impacts of GA disease to the affected coral host. 

 Other bacteria from the genus have also been identified as key descriptors of the              

variance between health and disease tissues. Although Rodobaterecae has been linked           

to coral disease50,51, it appears that the absence of this genus of bacteria is linked to                

diseased tissue. More investigations need to be performed to investigate coral           

microbiome communities surrounding GA disease tissue and perhaps biases with          

chloroplast contamination may need to be taken into account.  
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 As in any study, inherent biases within sampling, extraction and processing           

procedures may influence the observed values of shannon diversity. Although          

microbiome analytics are helping to overcome such issues, investigators are constantly           

searching for improved metabolomic extraction methods that will provide a more           

comprehensive and accurate chemical profile. One recent approach adopted in marine           

chemical profiling is the integration of multiple metabolomic data acquisition methods           

such as GC-MS, LC-DAD-IT, LC-DAD-TOF and MALDI-TOF/TOF into a single profiling           

study8. Future studies should consider comparing multiple acquisition techniques to          

assess variability in molecular profiles that may be driven by methodological           

differences. 

As reef communities around the world suffer declines due to anthropogenic           

disturbances and disease, new technologies such as 3D molecular profiling offer           

insightful and complementary investigative potential. Collating traditional coral profiling         

tools into a synthesized analysis has the capability and scalability to improve our             

understanding of the biological underpinnings that drive the ecology of these valuable            

coral reef ecosystems. As demonstrated in this study, 3D molecular profiling can be a              

powerful and reproducible, and tool that can enhance future research of natural            

systems. 
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3.5 Appendix of figures for chapter 3 

 
Figure 1. Coral samples were collected from and overlapping images of the coral             
assemblage were taken from oblique and planar angle (a). Agisoft Photoscan was used             
to create a 3D model of the coral assemblage and sampling coordinates were             
annotated using Geomagic Wrap software. ( Samples were subjected to both metabolite            
and DNA extractions (b). Samples were subjected to LC-MS/MS and 16 rRNA V4             
amplicon sequencing (c). Raw mass spectra and sequencing outputs were converted           
and assembled to mzXML and FASTQ formats respectively. GNPS, Metaboanalyst,          
MZmine 2,Qiita and QIIME software was used to process data (d). Data analysis was              
performed in visualization Ili, EMPeror, Cytoscape, Qiita and Metabolanalyst graphic          
user interfaces (e). 
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Figure 2. Level three annotations are highlighted by blue nodes. Unannotated           
molecules are represented by gray nodes. Light blue node border represents molecules            
only found in M. flabellata. Dark blue node border represents molecules found in all              
species except M. flabellata. Light orange nodes represents molecules only found in M.             
capitata. Dark orange nodes represent molecules found in all species except P. lobata.             
Light green borders are molecules found only in P. lobata. Dark green borders found in               
all species except M. flabellata. 
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Figure 3. 16S rRNA v4 amplicon sequences were taken from each sample and             
organized by genus-level annotated closed reference OTU taxonomy.  
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Figure 4. Kruskal-Wallis test was performed to compare shannon index of the            
metabolome (a) and microbiome (b) of blue rice, brown rice, and lobe species of coral.               
Brown rice coral with GA lesions were also compared. 
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Figure 5. PCoA EMPeror visualization of the bray distance method comparing the            
metabolome (a) and microbiome (b) of M. capitata , M. flabelatta , and P. lobata . 
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Figure 6. 3D visualization of key features that drive variance between healthy and             
diseased M. capitata tissue. Ili visualization of the Stramenopiles distribution at across            
coral assemblage (a,b). Ili visualization of the pheophytin A distribution across the coral             
assemblage (c,d).  
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4. Chapter 4 

4.1 Introduction 

Over the last decade, several studies have alluded to the notion of an organism's’              

habitat driving molecular uniqueness1–6, but more studies are needed to explore the role             

geography and behavior have on these populations7. The surfer biome project (SBP)            

looks to not only explore human environmental interaction, but do so while incorporating             

both traditional knowledge and “western science.” 

Indigenous knowledge has long asserted that humans are not separate from their            

surrounding environment8–12. A perspective that is often neglected in modern          

science 13–15.The Kumulipo chant(Liliuokalani 1897), a Hawaiian phylogenetic description        

of evolution, exemplifies traditional ideologies about the innate connection humans have           

with their environment. Passed down through oral history, it describes the first Hawaiian             

ancestors as progeny of the land. Seventeenth century Hawaiian literature also depicts            

genealogical relationships of human and nature. Written by Native Hawaiian scholar           

and environmental activist Joseph Iosepa Kahooluhi Nawahiokalaniopuu, the idea of the           

land being an ancestral grandmother is well documented(Nawahi 1895; Silva 2004).           

Furthermore, the deep connection of Hawaiians and nature was additionally illustrated           

in 20th century legislation. US public law 103-150 103d joint resolution 19 states that              

“ Whereas, the health and wellbeing of the Native Hawaiian people is intrinsically tied to              

their deep feelings and attachment to the land.” 

Hee nalu , affectionately known across the globe as surfing, is used in this study              

to characterize human-environmental interactions. Although surfing has been an         
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integral part of Hawaiian identity for millenia16,17, it has never been used to interpret the               

relationship between humans and the sea. Next generation 16S rRNA sequencing and            

liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) technology can be used          

to describe human environment relationships18–21 and is used in the SBP to detect             

environmental signatures in humans.  

The surfer biome project sampled an international cohort of 45 surfers from 6             

cities in the US, Europe and Africa. In this study, 9 women, 35 men and 1 infant                 

between ages 2 and 48 were investigated. 534 samples from the skin, ear, feces and               

oral cavity were collected and subjected to LC-MS/MS and 16S rRNA gene sequencing.             

The samples were processed and implemented into Global Natural Products Social           

Molecular Networking22 (GNPS) and Qiita for characterization. Reference microbiome         

datasets from the American Gut Project23 (AGP) were used to to identify microbial             

uniqueness between surfers and non surfers. Similarly, the Earth Microbiome          

Project23,24 (EMP) was used as a reference dataset to identify microbial signatures on             

surfers which were previously isolated from marine environments. Lastly, MASSIVE skin           

datasets were used to compare metabolomic uniqueness between surfers and non           

surfers. By investigating the microbiome and metabolome of surfers, this study           

inclusively illustrates the molecular connection which humans share with their          

environment. 
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4.2 Methods 

4.2.1 Location selection 

Sites were selected to represent a diverse range of regions which hold ocean             

surfers. An organic farming surf community from Hoy Farms in Lahinch, Ireland was the              

first selected site. Interestingly London, England has an emerging surf culture and the             

Backwash Surf magazine launch party at Allpress coffee house selected to represent            

the non-coastal surf community. Surf vacation hotel, Surf Maroc in Agadir Morocco were             

selected as the third surf location. The Scripps Institution of Oceanography was            

selected as the region for San Diego. Ocean Beach San Francisco was selected as a               

Northern California surf site. Hilo, Hawaii was the final surf location selected in the              

experiment. 

4.2.2 Volunteers/IRB protocol numbers 

Forty five volunteers were recruited to participate in this study. All Individuals            

signed a written informed consent and approved sample collection form their hands and             

personal objects in accordance with sampling procedures approved by the University of            

California San Diego Institutional Review Board protocol (IRB  number 130537X). 

4.2.3 Sampling 

Volunteers were sampled 10 times across their body by taking cotton swabs and             

pressing to skin and surfboard. Each site on volunteer and sampling location was             

sampled twice for metabolite profiling and 16s microbial analysis. Sampling was           

performed at a 2×2 cm area of the forehead, adjacent to tear duct, nostril, tongue,               

chest, naval, hand, foot and surfboard for each volunteer. Cotton swabs were taken,             
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sample locations were noted, and swabs were placed in a deep-well 2-mL            

polypropylene 96-well micro-titer plate. 

4.2.4 Extraction  

The absorbed material was then extracted in 500μL of 50:50 ethanol/water (for            

mass spectrometric analysis) or Tris-EDTA buffer (50 mM Tris pH 7.6, 1 mM EDTA, and               

0.5% Tween 20) for bacterial DNA extraction. After DNA extraction, amplification and            

sequencing according to the 16S rRNA gene amplicon protocol of the Earth Microbiome             

Project v.4.13 (http://earthmicrobiomeproject.org) was performed 25. DNA was extracted,        

amplified and sequenced at UC San Diego according to the 16S rRNA amplicon             

protocol of the Earth Microbiome Project v.4.13 (http://earthmicrobiomeproject.org). 

4.2.5 UPLC-MS/MS 

Processed office/volunteer extracts (5uL) were subjected to UHPLC        

chromatographic separation using an UltiMate 3000 UHPLC system (Thermo Scientific),          

controlled by Chromeleon software (Thermo Scientific). Chromatographic separation        

was achieved using an 1.7 micron C18 (50 x 2.1 mm) Kinetex UHPLC column              

(Phenomenex) at 40°C, using a flow rate of 0.5 mL/min. A linear gradient was used for                

the separation: 0-0.5 min 5% B, 0.5-8 min 5%B-99%B, 8-9 min 99%B, 9.01-10 min              

1%B, 10-10.5 min 5%-99% B, 11-11.5 min 99%B-1%B, 12-12.5 min 1% B where             

solvent A is water 0.1% formic acid (v/v) and solvent B is acetonitrile with 0.1% formic                

acid (v/v). Column eluent was introduced directly into a Bruker Daltonics maXis Impact             

quadrupole-time-of-flight mass spectrometer equipped with an Apollo II electrospray         

ionization source and controlled via otofControl v3.4 (build 16) and Hystar v3.2 software             
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packages (Bruker Daltonics). The maXis instrument was first externally calibrated using           

ESI-L Low Concentration Tuning Mix (Agilent Technologies) prior to initiation of the            

sequence of samples, and h exakis (1H,1H,2H-difluoroethoxy)phosphazene (Synquest       

Laboratories), m/z 622.0295089613, was continuously introduced as an internal         

calibrant (lock mass) during the entirety of each LC/MS run. Data was collected in              

positive ion mode, scanning from 80-2000 m/z. Instrument source parameters were set            

as follows: nebulizer gas (Nitrogen) pressure, 2 Bar; Capillary voltage, 4,500 V; ion             

source temperature, 200°C; dry gas flow, 9 L/min. MS1 spectral acquisition rate was set              

at 3Hz and MS/MS acquisition rate was variable (5-10Hz) depending on precursor            

intensity. Data-dependent MS/MS acquisition was programmed to the top five most           

intense precursors per MS scan and any precursor was actively excluded for 1 minute              

after being fragmented twice. Each MS/MS scan acquired was the average of 4             

collision energies, paired optimally with specific collision RF (or “ion cooler RF”)            

voltages and transfer times in order to maximize the qualitative structural information            

from each precursor. The auto-acquisition of MS/MS spectra was carried according to            

specific settings. Precursor m/z 100, 300, 500, 1000 was selected; with an isolation             

width of 2, 4, 6, 8; with a base collision energy (eV) of 10, 25, 30, 50; a sampled                   

collision energy of (5, 10, 15, 20), (12.5, 25, 37.5, 48), (15, 30, 45, 60), (25, 40, 75,                  

100); a collision RF (Vpp) of 250, 500, 1000, 1500 for all precursors; and a transfer time                 

(μsec) of 50, 75, 100, 150 for all samples was used respectively. Data is publically               

available at http://gnps.ucsd.edu under accession numbers MSV000080561,       

MSV000080444, MSV000080443 ,MSV000080442. 
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4.2.6 Feature finding  

MZmine 2.026 was used to identify molecular features from processed feature           

XML format. Unique features, represented by MS1 molecular mass, were identified           

based on detected precursor mass and retention time. MS1 peak detection threshold            

was set at 5E3 and MS2 peak detection threshold was set at 1E2. Chromatogram filter               

threshold was set at 5E3 with a minimum peak height threshold set at 1E3. Peak               

duration filter was set between 0-2min and baseline threshold was set at 1E2. Mz              

scanning range window was set at 0.02 daltons and the RT scanning range was set at                

0.2 min. Deisotoping filter was performed at 20 ppm error and 0.2 RT with a max charge                 

of +4. Similar peaks within a 20 ppm m/z error and 0.2 RT window were consolidated                

with 0.75 weight on m/z similarity and 0.25 weight on RT similarity. Gap filling was               

performed at 10% with peaks within 0.1 min RT. An intensity table relating abundances              

of molecular feature per sample site was obtained automatically from samples. Files            

were exported as .csv files. To avoid batch effects post data acquisition, control blank              

molecular features were removed from the dataset unless molecular features were           

found to be at least 10x more abundant in experimental samples.  

4.2.7 Sequencing 

DNA extraction and V4 paired end sequencing from stool were performed           

according to the Earth Microbiome Project Protocols, as previously described and           

sequenced using an Illumina MiSeq (La Jolla, CA). Processed tables can be found in              

https://qiita.ucsd.edu/study/description/10244, in addition sequences can be found in        

EBI under accession number ERP020615. 
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Amplicon sequences were demultiplexed and quality controlled using the defaults as           

provided by QIIME 1.9.1. The primary OTU table was generated using Qiita            

(https://qiita.ucsd.edu/), which uses deblurring. Sequences from EMP, AGP and SMP          

were trimmed to 90 read and bloom filtering was applied for multivariate analysis. 

4.2.8 QIIME 

QIIME 1.9.1 was used to compute Bray distances on 16S datasets between SBP             

and AGP. The distance matrices were partitioned by sample type. Principal coordinates            

were computed per sample type.  

4.2.9 Statistical visualization  

MS Principal coordinate analysis was performed using a inhouse Clusterapp          

(http://137.110.133.15:3838/clusterMetaboApp0.9.1/). Dataset was normalized with a      

probabilistic quotient normalization parameter at 30%. Bray Curtis Faith distance          

method was used with a HCA grouping method. PCoA plots were exported a emperor              

plots27. 16 S rRNA PCoA plots were creating using Qiita workflow           

(qiita.ucsd.edu/study/description/11404). 

4.2.10 GNPS molecular networking 

Global Natural Products Social Molecular Networking (http://gnps.ucsd.edu) was        

used to identify MS/MS spectral matches of molecular features in each sample set.             

Parameters for creating molecular network include a parent mass tolerance=0.1 Da, Min            

matched Peak=6, Ion Tolerance=0.5, Score Threshold=0.80 with default advance and          

filter search options   

(https://gnps.ucsd.edu/ProteoSAFe/status.jsp?task=87761b36c8ad473ea104aaf971b51
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5fa). Using these parameters, 762792 MS/MS spectra were merged into 23223 nodes.            

Raw data were uploaded to http://gnps.ucsd.edu and cataloged with a massive IDs of             

MSV000080561, MSV000080444, MSV000080443 ,MSV00008044. Networking     

parameters can be found with GNPS ID:       

https://gnps.ucsd.edu/ProteoSAFe/status.jsp?task=87761b36c8ad473ea104aaf971b51

5fa. GNPS False discovery rates were applied       

(ID=974308943a8d48ceb5643ae42aea657d). Cystoscape 3.1 was used to visualize       

output data from GNPS molecular networking. 

4.2.11 Qiita 

Qiita was used to compute Bray distances between 16S and MS SBP data. The 

distances were partitioned by geographic region. Taxonomy of 16S were assigned in 

Qiita as well. Qiita was also used to calculate MS and 16S shannon diversity of SBP 

data using a Kruskal-wallis test.  

4.3 Results  

Though environmental bacteria was expected to be found in surfer samples, it            

was unclear to which sample locations on the human body would possess the most              

marine microbial signatures. To investigate this, 8500 EMP water (saline) sOTUs were            

used as reference datasets to determine if there was microbial overlap between 534             

surfer body sites and environmental bacteria. Of the 8500 EMP water (saline) sOTUs             

used in the reference test, 1244 sOTUs (~15%) of the surveyed EMP marine samples              

were detected in surfer samples (Figure 1a). Of the shared samples, 988 of the EMP               

marine sequences were detected at least once in skin, 986 were detected at least once               
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in the medial canthus, 778 were detected at least once in nose, 950 detected at least                

once in the ear, 422 detected at least once in the feces, and 336 were found at least                  

once in the oral cavity (Figure 1a).  

Principal coordinate analysis was performed to characterize the relationship         

between surfers and non-surfers. Samples from the American Gut Project were used as             

comparative data sets. Non-surfer AGP samples from the hand, feces and forehead            

showed significance microbial difference across PCoA space when compared to surfer           

samples of the surfer biome project (Figure 1b,c,d). No microbial differences were            

identified between the oral, medial canthus and eye samples. Similarly, molecular           

uniqueness of surfers and non-surfers were compared across the metabolome by           

comparing SBP surfers with non-surfer counterparts. Samples from San Diego and           

Amazonian skin studies were obtained from the University of California’s public mass            

spectrometry repository MassIVE and used as comparative datasets. Significant         

variation between the groups were observed (Figure 1e). 

Within the surfing population, molecular and microbial diversity were investigated          

based on country of residence. Kruskal-wallis tests were performed to look at shannon             

index diversity across Moroccan, American, and European surfers. All surfers from each            

country showed to have significantly different microbial diversity with Irish surfer having            

the highest diversity and US surfers having the lowest (Figure 2a). Similar metabolomic             

diversity results were observed with Ireland surfers having the highest molecular           

diversity and US surfers having the lowest (Figure 2b). Geographic variance was also             
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observed to be significantly different between the microbial and metabolomic PCoA           

space (Figure 2c,d).  

When manually investigating how participant behavior can affect the surfer          

biome, increased sunscreen use seen to be correlated with a decrease in skin microbial              

diversity (Figure 2a). GNPS molecular networking yielded 24,050 nodes that represent           

individual molecules within the surfer biome (Figure 2b). Approximately 6% of these            

nodes were Metabolomics Standard Initiative's level 3 annotated28. Within the          

metabolome, UV absorber and key chemical ingredient of sunscreen, octocrylene was           

identified. This was also found to be in a majority of the sample files from the surfer                 

biomes (12%) status link    

( https://gnps.ucsd.edu/ProteoSAFe/result.jsp?task=e60bfa232bce43c198fc241456252a

f7&view=view_compound_occurrence#%7B%22table_sort_history%22%3A%22main.T

otalFiles_dsc%22%7D).  

To classify the variance between the amount of time spent in the ocean (surf              

frequency) across the surfer microbiome, Random Forest analysis was performed. Both           

Psychrobacter spp and Pseudoalteromonas spp were marine bacteria identified among          

other known human skin associated bacteria to describe microbial variance (Figure 4a).            

When profiling the surfer skin microbiome, it was observed that with increased            

frequency of surf, there is a significantly greater abundance of Psychrobacter spp.            

present (Figure 4b). To investigate the spatial abundance of Psychrobacter and           

Pseudoalteromonas spp across the US, AGP participant sOTUs were profiled and           

compared to common skin bacteria such as Propionibacterium spp . It was observed            
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that spatial distribution of both Psychrobacter and Pseudoalteromonas are most          

abundant near coastal regions (Figure 4c,e). Propionibacterium spp do not appear to            

have the same relative abundance (Figure 3d) and are found ubiquitously abundant            

throughout the sampled US.  

4.4 Discussion 

At the foundation of Hawaiian culture, there lies a fundamental respect and            

appreciation for the natural world. This perspective lends itself especially advantageous           

when attempting to explain the relationship that humans and nature. Native Hawaiian            

olelo no'eau, or traditional proverbs, elude to the importance of observation. I ka nana              

no, a ike is one such olelo no'eau that emphasises how knowledge is acquired through               

observation. Subsequently, the Hawaiian saying, nana i ka ili suggests that similarities            

and differences among people and place can be identified by “looking to the             

skin(Nawahi 1912).” A result clearly exemplified in the SBP. A majority of the EMP              

marine bacteria sOTUs were found to be shared with the skin (Figure 1a), and it was in                 

fact the human skin that help classify surfer uniqueness among larger populations.  

Although many studies across Hawaiian literature explain the indigenous belief          

that a human’s connection to earth transcends physical realities(Kanaiaupuni and          

Malone 2006), this study offers complementary evidence that describes how geography           

can affect biological uniqueness. Interestingly, surfers from Ireland appeared to have           

the highest molecular and metabolomic diversity. In addition to being avid surfers, the             

participants from Ireland are all organic farmers spending upwards of 80 hours a week              
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tending the land. Their amphibious-like immersion in both soil and sea may offer new              

insights into how marine and terrestrial natural spaces can affect a human biome.  

Similar to how spending more time in different environmental spaces can affect            

skin microbial diversity, adding chemicals such as octocrylene to skin seems to affect             

surfer biome diversity as well. It was interesting to correlate the increase use of              

sunscreen among surfers to a lesser microbial diversity on the skin and that correlations              

between cosmetic use and varied skin microbial diversity were not observed           

(supplemental figure 1). This finding illustrates the added value of characterizing the            

surfer metabolome alongside microbiome analysis and helps to address its role the            

metabolome has in facilitating biome diversity29. 

An important finding of the SBP was the ability to detect marine associated             

bacteria Psychrobacter spp 29–32 and Pseudoalteromonas spp 33–35 in surfers. The         

dose-dependent response that relates Psychrobacter abundance to surfing frequency         

and the higher presence in coastal US communities (Figure 4c,d,e) suggest these            

organisms as potential biomarkers that describes human contact with the ocean.  

Although one would expect the highly abundant oceanic SAR11 bacteria clade 36           

or the effective marine surface colonizer rhodobacter37,38 to be the most abundant            

marine bacteria on surfers, it was psychrobacter that lends itself as the primary             

descriptor of ocean interaction. In addition to Psychrobacter bacteria being observed           

across many marine hosts39–41 this bacteria has also been found on the skin of              

whales42–44. Ancient Hawaiian beliefs have long described the spiritual relationships that           

humans have with cetaceans and that they have also been described as being             
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kinolau(Blaisdell 2005; Brown 2016; Marzan 2016),or alternative forms of the ocean god            

Lono (Lebo 2010). In efforts to aid in the expression of the microbial world from an               

indigenous perspective, microbes have recently been described as analogous to native           

spirits45. Their presence on the skin of ocean surfers and cetacean suggests their             

potential to be viewed as kinolau of Kanaloa in a Hawaiian context.  

In conclusion, studies like the SBP help bring empirical support for the traditional             

knowledge of native peoples and more importantly provide added insights into the            

characterization of human-environment interactions. This project aims to be a          

contributing source of information that can be used to improve health and environmental             

resource management systems across the globe.  
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4.5 Appendix of figures for chapter 4 

Figure 1. Microbial uniqueness of surfers, non-surfers and the surrounding environment.           
a) Heat map comparing sOTUs of marine bacteria from Earth Microbiome Project            
(EMP) and sOTUs of surfer ear (E), medial canthus (MC), feces (F), nose (N), mouth               
(M) and skin (S) in the Surfer Biome Project (SBP). b) Principal coordinate analysis plot               
(PCoA) illustrating microbial variance between SBP and American Gut Project (AGP)           
non-surfer hand samples. c) PCoA plot illustrating microbial variance between SBP and            
AGP non-surfer forehead samples. d) PCoA plot illustrating microbial variance between           
SBP and AGP non-surfer fecal samples. e) PCoA plot illustrating metabolome variance            
between SBP and AGP non-surfer of hand samples. 
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Figure 2. Metabolomic and microbial shannon diversity analysis. a) Kruskal-wallis box           
plot of metabolomic diversity across Morocco, San Diego, San Francisco, Hilo, London,            
and County Clare. b) Kruskal-wallis box plot of microbial diversity across Morocco, San             
Diego, San Francisco, Hilo, London, and County Clare. c) PCoA bray curtis distance             
method analysis of metabolomic diversity across Morocco, San Diego, San Francisco,           
Hilo, London, and County Clare d) PCoA bray curtis distance method analysis of             
microbial diversity across Morocco, San Diego, San Francisco, Hilo, London, and           
County Clare 
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Figure 3. Sunscreen use frequency and the effects on microbial diversity of skin             
samples from SBP. Kruskal-wallis box plot of microbiome diversity in surfers in relation             
to frequency of sunscreen use. b) GNPS molecular network of known molecules            
highlighted by boxes. Gray nodes represent unannotated nodes and light blue nodes            
represent molecules identified via GNPS molecular networking. c) Molecular cluster with           
matches to molecular feature 362.212 m/z octocrylene.  
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Figure 4. Psychrobacter spp as a molecular describer of ocean interaction. a) Random             
Forest analysis classifying the top 20 bacteria that describe surfing frequency. b) Box             
plot describing the relative abundance of Psychrobacter spp as surfing frequency           
increases. c) Spatial mapping of Psychrobacter spp abundance in the USA. d) Spatial             
mapping of Propionibacterium spp abundance in the USA. e) Spatial mapping of            
Pseudoalteromonas spp abundance in the USA.  
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5. Chapter 5 

5.1 Future Directions 

From identifying new forms of “molecular fingerprints” (chapter 2), to spatially           

mapping coral interactions (chapter 3), to discovering the marine signatures found on            

surfers (chapter 4), multi-omic molecular profiling has provided me with new and            

exciting ways to interpret the natural world. A perspective that I would like to continue to                

develop after the completion of this program especially when promoting and advancing            

science research in Hawaii.  

Research in chapter 2 has laid the preliminary groundwork in connecting           

organisms to place. Often times invasive species in Hawaii become suspects of            

ecological disruption1–4, but very little evidence exists that traces behavior back to            

individuals. By integrating molecular profiling as a forensic application to environmental           

management studies, investigators may be able to interpret and better manage invasive            

species across the islands. One potential example of this type of study could include the               

spatial mapping of Ceratocystis fungus and its carriers across healthy and diseased            

Metrosideros polymorpha trees5. Ceratocystis infection has recently plagued the forest          

of Hawaii causing massive death to the native tree species M. polymorpha. Having             

significant ecological6–8 and cultural value, new research efforts look to identify potential            

vectors of transmission. Many of the affected trees in the forest have been mapped              

across the island9, but only one species of burrowing beetle has be listed as a potential                

suspect of transmission. Potential applications for research described in chapter 2 could            

entail the molecular profiling of both tree as well as known organisms that interact with               
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the tree such as insects, birds, rodents and humans. Characterizing microbial and            

chemical relationship between these forest organisms and their “work” environment may           

offer new insights into the potential of disease transmission. Additionally, by combining            

both targeted and untargeted molecular profiling, known carriers of Ceratocystis might           

be rapidly identified. 

As coral reef health continues to be a concerning issues across Hawaii10–15,            

research performed in chapter 3 may provide coral researchers with new tools when             

characterizing complex coral assemblages. Recent interests in furthering coral research          

across the main eight Hawaiian islands and into the Papahanaumokuakea monument16           

may benefit from the integration of 3d molecular profiling. Several research labs in             

Hawaii including the Burns, Gates and Takabayashi lab are applying novel 3d mapping             

technology to coral communities across the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands. Taking          

inventories of microbial and metabolomic features across coral assemblages and          

mapping them onto 3d models may provide powerful insights during the analysis of long              

term ecological studies17–19.  

The surfer biome project described in chapter 4 has gained international attention            

and also presents an effective avenue to communicate human environmental          

interactions. A major finding that describes the molecular relationship that humans           

share with the ocean is the detection of marine bacteria Psychrobacter and            

Pseudoalteromonas on surfer skin. It remains unclear whether these bacteria improve           

human health or even if these organisms are actively colonizing the skin. Future             

directions of study include further looking at antagonistic interaction between          
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Psychrobacter and/or Pseudoalteromonas and human skin pathogens20–23. Although it is          

not trivial to investigate if environmental marine bacteria colonizes human skin, potential            

directions of research may include targeted metabolomics for known Psychrobacter and           

Pseudoalteromonas metabolites on human skin. Incorporating other data acquisition         

MS technologies such as GM-MS/MS 24,25 and hybrid quadrupole analyzers26–29 may          

increase MS sensitivity and quantitative resolution enough to effectively detect targeted           

specialized metabolites of marine bacteria colonization. 

Lastly, my graduate research has helped me recognize the importance of           

science communication both within the scientific community as well as across broader            

audiences. My research has also provided me the ability to gain a voice that extends               

beyond academia and into different social spaces. As a recent recipient of the American              

Association for the Advancements of Science 2018 Mass Media fellowship, I will begin             

formal training as a science journalist. Having been awarded a fellowship, I will begin              

contributing science t the Union Tribune San Diego starting June 2018. I hope that this               

opportunity will provide me with the necessary training to improve my scientific writing             

which I can later use to communicate my future research to broader audiences.             

Alternatively, this experience will hopefully allow me to explore a career in science             

writing and better advance science consciousness across broader audiences. 
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